
Science and the Bible
… “the world seems to be only about 14,000 years old and there appears to 
be a time gap between the original creation and Adam.  Within this gap, 
perhaps, was the time of the dinosaurs, the floods and the environment that 
Adam and Eve were later to replenish.  Perhaps God did have something 
else going on before us.  I’ve always been puzzled by the women married 
by Cain and Seth.  Where did they come from?  I’ve been told all my life 
that they were the daughters of Adam and Eve.  But all through Scriptures, 
it is continually stressed that God considers incest, fornication and adultery 
as abominations.  The Scriptures also say that God is constant, so is it 
reasonable that God would permit His people to start out as an 
abomination?”

I AM, by James P. Dawson and 
Okla. Fndn. for Research and Development Utilization, Inc.; 

Chapter 3, Continental Drift and Genesis, p 3-20



Science and the Bible
“When God created man, he was a whole man.  I think his physical 
development was a whole man.  I think his physical development 
was complete, and he possessed the capability to reproduce himself.  
Everything from his digestive tract to his brain was created whole.  
The image of God is in the spirit, not the flesh Colossians 1:15 
clearly states, ‘He is the image of the invisible God,’ If God created 
man whole and complete, why not the earth?  Shouldn’t the earth 
exhibit a history of development similar to Adam’s?  Why not?”

I AM, by James P. Dawson and 
Okla. Fndtn. for Research and Development Utilization, Inc.; 

Chapter 2, Science and the Bible, The Theory of Evolution, p 2-1.



Science and the Bible
“Has there been enough time for natural selection, as it is seen through the eyepieces 
of Darwinism or neo-Darwinism, to operate and give rise to the observed phenomena 
of nature?  

No, say these mathematicians.  

It is likely that the superbly ordered biochemistry which we see now could have 
evolved through random experiments which repeatedly tested the organism against the 
environment?  

Again, no.  The probability that we here are now, if natural selection had to choose 
from all the blindingly large number of alternative systems by means of the 
mechanisms described in current evolutionary theory, is virtually zero.” 

Scientific Research, Nov 1967, pp 59-66 
Heresy in the halls of biology: mathematicians question Darwinism 

Dialogue with M. Eden (MIT), S.M. Ulam (Los Alamos), V. Weisskopf (MIT) 

and M.P. Schutzengerber (Univ. of Paris)



Science and the Bible
“The classical Darwinian concept of ‘the survival of the 
fittest’ has come to be regarded by most biologists as an 
outmoded interpretation of the impetus behind evolutionary 
change.”

Scientific Research, Nov 1967, pp 59-66 
Heresy in the halls of biology: mathematicians question Darwinism 

Dialogue with M. Eden (MIT), S.M. Ulam (Los Alamos), V. Weisskopf
(MIT) and M.P. Schutzengerber (Univ. of Paris)



Science and the Bible
“…The more ‘advanced’ human types were a full 30,000 years 
older than the Neanderthals they were supposed to have 
descended from.

“If Valladas’s TL dates are accurate, they completely confound 
the notion that modern humans evolved form Neanderthals in any 
neat and tidy way.  Instead, these two kinds of human, equally 
endowed culturally but distinctly different in appearance, might 
have shared the same little nook of the Middle East for tens of 
thousands of years.”

The Dating Game by James Shreeve
Discover, Sept 1992, pp 76-83



Science and the Bible
“As far as modern human origins go, the technique has already tagged a date 
of about 100,000 years on some human fossils from an Israeli cave called 
Skhul, neatly supporting the TL date of 92,000 from Qafzeh, a few miles 
away.  If a new ESR date from a Neanderthal cave just around the corner 
from Skhul is right, then Neanderthals were also in the Middle East at about 
the same time.  Meanwhile, in South Africa, a human jawbone from the site 
of Border Cave – ‘so modern it boggles the mind,’ as one researcher puts it –
has not been dated with ESR at 60,000 years, nearly twice as old as any 
fossil like it in Europe.”

The Dating Game by James Shreeve
Discover, Sept 1992, pp 76-83



Science and the Bible

It may be that we did not evolve from any of 
the previously known human types, but 
descended in a direct line of our own.  

New Findings on the Origin of Man 
by Ronald Schiller

Reader’s Digest, Aug 1973 pp 86-90



Science and the Bible

… – Creating. The verb (which is used in Scriptures 
exclusively with reference to Divine activity) is explained by 
the commentators as referring to producing something out of 

nothing. – … (creatio ex nihilo).

There is no expression in Hebrew for producing something 
from nothing other than the word …, created (Ramban).

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From 
Talmudic, Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 31)



Science and the Bible
That ‘earth’ and ‘universe’ are interchangeable may be 

discerned from such parallel phrases as ….  ‘His glory fills 
the universe’ (Siddur), while the verse in Scripture reads 

…, the whole earth is full of His glory’ (Isaiah 6:3) (Karnei 
Ohr).

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, 
Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 36)



Science and the Bible
(Sforno emphasizes that ‘day’ in our verse does not refer to the effect of the sun 
on earth, for it did not give forth its radiation until the fourth day): ‘At that time 
when the original light functioned, the periods of light and darkness were not 

determined by rotating spheres but by the Will of God who separated the time of 
light from the time of darkness’.

(This primal light, then, is quite distinct from the luminaries, and in other 
Scriptural verses we note that light and darkness have their own distinct dwelling 
places.  See, for example, Job 38:19 ‘Where is the way where light dwells? And 

darkness, where is its place?)

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, 
Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 43)



Science and the Bible

‘…, sea giants, being mentioned because they include 
amphibia which formed an intermediate association 

between marine and terrestrial life. (Munk)

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, 
Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 63)



Science and the Bible

The word …, faces, also means outlook, approach, 
perspective.  There are two facets to a concept.  The 

original man contained a duality which was later 
separated into male and female, each with its own 

personality and outlook (Harav Gifter).

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, 
Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 72)



Science and the Bible
… - And He took one of his sides. Although the word is 

commonly rendered as one of his ‘ribs’, the commentators 
are nearly unanimous in translating … as one of his sides. 

CF Exodus 26:20 …, ‘and for the second side of the 
Tabernacle.’  As Hirsch observes the word … never 

appears elsewhere in Scriptures as a ‘rib’ but always as a 
‘side’. 

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, 
Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 108)



Science and the Bible
Man is not unique among living beings in having a sexual life.  

But other creatures require mating only for the purpose of 
breeding; because male and female were created simultaneously, 
they can function independent of one another.  Man is different: 

woman was created from man to show that only in partnership do 
the two form a complete human being (Hirsch). …

‘And let them once again be as Adam and Eve originally were: of 
one body.’

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, 
Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 111)



Science and the Bible
Sforno, too, is of the opinion that the serpent represents 

the Satan, the Evil Inclination.  The Satan is called a 
serpent figuratively just as a king is called ‘lion’ or 

enemies are called ‘snakes’ and ‘demons’.  The term 
serpent is used because it is an animal with limited utility 

but enormous potential to do harm.

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, 
Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 114)



Science and the Bible
… - And He called them Man [lit. ‘and He called their name man’] 
on the day they were created - i.e., He called both of them Man –

including Eve – because her formation was from the man.  
Individually, however, she was called Eve (R’ Meyuchas).

Harav David Cohen points out that male and female components 
were originally created in the single body of Adam (Eruvin 18a). 
Thus, when God named him Adam, it was implicit that his female 

part – which was later to become a separate human being – was also 
called Adam, because male and female were two halves of one 

whole.

Bereishis Genesis/A New Translation with a Commentary Anthologized From Talmudic, 
Midrashic and Rabbinic Sources, The ArtScroll Tanach Series,  Vol 1A

Sidra Bereishis (Page 167)



• 1181 times = day (24 hour day)

• 67 times = time

• 30 times = today

• 18 times = forever

• 10 times = continually

• 6 times = age

• 4 times = life

• 2 times = perpetually

Basically

• Solar day

• Period of Time

• Time Itself

• A comprehensive 
or inclusive period

Science and the Bible
Hebrew םךי (Yom)(day) 

Translated by 54 different English words



(Assuming Biblical Account is Correct)

In the Beginning – Genesis 1: 1-2

Creative Day concept
Cosmic era

Without Form and Void



Genesis 2:1-2

(1) “In the beginning, GOD created the 
heavens and the earth. 

(2) And the earth was without form and void; 
and darkness was upon the face of the 
deep.  And the Spirit of God moved upon 
the face of the Waters.



Cosmic Era
Without Form and Void

Chaos
Darkness

Deep
Waters



First Creative Day
Genesis 1: 3-5

Creation
• Light

Cosmic
Era



Second Creative Day
Genesis 1: 6-8

• Began 4.7 to 
4,500,000,000 years ago

• No traces of life known
(according to Barghoarn – others) 
“Precambrian paleobiology” 
Gunflint, Ontario, Canada – fossil
Microorganisms – 3.3 – 4.5 Billion

Waters

Waters

Firmament

Azoic Era



Second Creative Day
Genesis 1: 6-8

• Waters Divided
• Firmament (called 

Heaven) created.
• (probably here that all 

the universe comes 
into being)

Waters

Waters

Firmament

Azoic 
Era



Third Creative Day
Genesis 1: 9-13

Creation
• Land appears in midst of 

waters under heavens 
which were gathered 
together and called seas

• Herbs
• Trees
• Grasses

Waters

Firmament

Archaeozoic  
Era

Waters



Third Creative Day
Genesis 1: 9-13

• Waters above the 
firmament were 
without form and void

Waters

Firmament

Archaeozoic  
Era

Waters



Archaeozoic Era

Keewatin Period
• Mountain building
• Erupts out of seas

• Began 2,100,000,000 
years ago

• Lasts 800,000,000 years

Timiskaming Period
1. Mountain building
2. Erosion
3. Rivers Deposit gravel & 

mud in valleys
4. Slimy sea plants only 

known fossils

• Began 1,300,000,000 
years ago

• Lasts 300,000,000 years



Fourth Creative Day
Genesis 1: 14-19

Creation
• Sun
• Moon
• Stars

Waters

Firmament Possibly gasses or steam, 
resultant from Earth’s cooling, 
dissipate and heavenly bodies 

become visible in the 
Firmament



Proterozoic Era
Huronian Period
• Sediments deposited
• Periods of cold and 

glaciation occurs

• Began 1,000,000,000 
years ago or more

• Lasts 250,000,000 years

Keweenawan Period
1. Lava flows
2. Copper deposits formed in 

lava

• Began 750,000,000 
years ago

Only a few simple plants and sponges known
Primitive Invertebrates



Fifth Creative Day
Genesis 1: 20-23

Creation
• Birds
• Fish
• Every living 

creature that 
moveth, which the 
waters brought 
forth 
(Amphibeans –
Reptiles ??)Waters

Firmament



Paleozoic Era

Cambrian Period
• Seas rise and fall (no 

mountains formed
• Invertebrates common 

in seas, many with 
shells

• Trilobites, etc.

• Began 500,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 80,000,000 
years



Paleozoic Era

Ordovician Period
• Great movements of 

land and seas
• Marine animals 

abundant
• Fishlike creatures 

appear

• Began 420,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 60,000,000 
years



Paleozoic Era

Silurian Period
• Movement of seas
• Mountains formed
• Land plants become 

common
• Sea scorpions –

shelled sea animals

• Began 360,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 30,000,000 
years



Paleozoic Era

Devonian Period
• Movement of seas
• Deposits formed by 

streams
• Delta formed in N.A.
• Forests grow in swamps
• Fishes common in Rivers  

& seas
• Amphibians developed

• Began 330,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 40,000,000 
years



Paleozoic Era

Carboniferous Period
• Movement of seas
• Coal beds formed
• Spore bearing plants 

flourish
• Reptiles appear
• Insects flourish

• Began 290,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 60,000,000 years

• Mississippian – Lasts 
30,000 years

• Pennsylvanian – Lasts 
30,000 years



Paleozoic Era
Permian Period
• Lands rise higher and 

higher
• Many swamps drained
• Deserts develop
• Glaciers occur in southern 

hemisphere
• Many swamp plans & 

animals die out
• Reptiles continue 

development

• Began 230,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 30,000,000 
years



Sixth Creative Day
Genesis 1: 24-31

Creation
• Beasts
• Man



Mezozoic Era

Triassic Period
• Continents high
• Volcanoes erupting
• Dinosaurs appear
• Thick forests develop

• Began 200,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 30,000,000 
years



Mezozoic Era

Jurassic Period
• Large swamps
• Climates warm and 

moist
• Large dinosaurs and 

reptiles
• Birds

• Began 170,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 40,000,000 
years



Mezozoic Era

Cretaceous Period
• Lands low – great swamps
• Climates mild and uniform
• Flowering plants
• Dinosaurs with horns and 

armor common, but died 
out at end of period

• Began 130,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 70,000,000 
years

At end of period, land becomes higher across the world

Climates cooler and less uniform



Cenozoic Era

Tertiary Period
• Paleocene Epoch

– Mountains became 
higher then worn down

– Climates vary greatly
– Mammals with hair & 

warm blood common 

• Began 60,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 10,000,000 
years



Cenozoic Era

Tertiary Period
• Eocene Epoch

– Mountains worn down
– Sediments in basins
– Climates mild
– Seas recede
– Modern types of 

animals (horses, rhinos, 
elephants) appear

–

• Began 50,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 15,000,000 
years



Cenozoic Era

Tertiary Period
• Oligocene Epoch

– Lands low
– Mild climates
– Volcanoes erupting
– Alps & Himalayas rise
– Modern mammals 

dominant
– Primitive groups 

disappear 

• Began 35,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 7,000,000 
years

• Aegyptopithecus Zeuxis
• The linking Egyptian age 

28 m



Cenozoic Era
Tertiary Period
• Miocene Epoch

– Sierra Nevada, Rockies
– Eruptions from Cascades 

& lava plains of West
– Climates mild & uniform
– Elephants to N.A.

• Began 28,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 16,000,000 
years

• Apes in Asia & Africa = Dryopitheus – 20 m years ago
• Proconsul; Kenyapitheus = Ramapitheous – 12-14 m 

years ago (Africanus)



Cenozoic Era
Tertiary Period
• Pliocene Epoch

– Mountains continue to 
rise

– Volcanic eruptions 
continue

– Climates grow colder
– Mammals spread –

modern in kind

• Began 12,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 11,000,000 
years

• Remapithecus 12-14 m
• Plio – Pleistocene about 1,500,000 years ago



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Pleistocene
• Glaciations
• Early man & man apes

– Lower Paleolithic
– Middle Paleolithic

• Began 1,000,000 
years ago 

• Lasts 750,000 
years



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Pleistocene
• Glaciations

– Villafranchian
• Habilis – 1,550,000
• Boise – 1,550,000
• Africanus 1,250,000



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Pleistocene
• Early man and man apes

– Australopicines
– Habilines

• Sinathropuslantiensis
• Shensi province 500 T – 600 T



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Pleistocene
• Early man and man apes

– Lower Paleolithic
• Pithecanthropines (Java Heidelberg, Chellean, Peking)
• Casa Blanca (Swanscombe = Sapients Steinheim, 

Fontechevade

• Began 500,000 years ago
• Asia – Abbevillian
• Europe – Achevlian (350,000)



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Pleistocene
• Early man and 

man apes
– Middle  

Paleolithic
• Neanderthals

• Europe –
100,000

• Moosterian



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Pleistocene
• Early man and man apes

– Upper  Paleolithic
• Sapients

– Saldanha
– Broken Hill
– Cro-Magnon

Began 35,000 years ago
1. Lower Preigordian – 35T - 28T
2. Aurignacian – 28T – 21T
3. Upper Perigordian – 21T – 18T
4. Solutrean – 18T – 14T
5. Magdalenian – 14T – 12T

Transition begins from hunter-fisher to farmer-gatherer at 
close of period.  Widespread settled communities begin 

about 12,000 B.P.



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Holocene (Recent)
• Mesolithic – 12,000 BCE 

– Transition from Paleo to Archaic cultures
• Neolithic – 10,000 BC t0 4000 BCE
• Chalcolithic (ceramolithic) – to 4000 BCE

– Early – Jericho VIII
– Middle – Ghassulian to 3500 BCE
– Late – Beth Shean VIII – VI – to 3200

Begins about 12,000 BCE



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Holocene (Recent)
• Bronze – 3000 to 1200 BCE

Begins about 12,000 BCE

Middle (2000–1600)
I – 2000-1900
IIA – 1800-1700
IIB – 1700-1600
IIC – 1600-1500

Early (3000)
I – 3000-2800
II – 2800-2500
III – 2500-2200
IV – 2200-2000

Late (1550-1200)
IA – 1550-1479
IB – 1479-1300
IIA – 1300
IIB – 1200



Cenozoic Era

Quaternary Period
Holocene (Recent)
Iron – 1550 – 1200

I – 1200 – 1000 BCE
II – 1000 – 840 BCE
III – 840 – 587 BCE

Persian – 586 BCE
Hellenistic – 333 BCE
Roman 63 BCE
Byzantine 323 AD – 636
Arab (Early Islamic) 

636 AD – 1096 
(Ends with First Crusade)

Crusader – 1096 – 1291
Medieval Islamic – 1291 – 1500
Turkish – 1500-1900
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